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Social	programmes

Public health system

100	Million
Cohort Project

Population

211,066,229
(23	May	2017)

ü Individuals registered in	CADU
ü Payments from Bolsa	Família

(conditional cash	transfers)
ü Period:	2003	– 2015
ü 114	million individuals
ü ≌ 5,000	variables /	individual

CADU

PBF



üBesides building the 100	million cohort ...

üDesign	an integration model comprising the cohort and governmental data.

üDevelop (probabilistic)	data	linkage tools.

üGenerate high	accurate “data	marts” (domain-specific data).
üTaking into account the absence of gold standards!

üProvide support for	other Brazil-UK	ongoing projects:
üLong-term surveillance platform for	Zika and microcephaly (live births 2001	– 2015,	≌ 80	million)
üPredictive analytics for	Malaria eradication (2003	– 2016, ≌ 5,4	million cases)	
üPopulation genomics and genetic epidemiology (EPIGEN-Brasil,	6,487	individuals)
ü Integration and mining	of Bioinformatics data	(SAGASystem – Analysis of arbovirus genomes)

üDesign	a	reference platform to enable the operation of our data	linkage centre	(CIDACS).

Overall	goals



Data	linkage platform

DATA
REPOSITORY

Data	acquisition
and quality analysis

Data
preparation

Data
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Metadata and data	
mart generation

TASKS

ü Cleansing
ü Blocking
ü Anonymization
ü Transformation

ü Harmonization
ü Quality metrics

ü Deterministic
ü Probabilistic

ü Accuracy metrics
ü Specific gold

standards
ü Manual	review
ü Machine learning-

based review

INDEXING

linked unlinked dubiousinput	data	sets column-based,	anonymised
data	sets

training
data	set

test
data	set data	mart metadata

TOOLS AtyImo

ü Data	mart release



Accuracy assessment
üMetrics:	sensitivity,	specificity,	positive	predictive value (PPV),	ROC	curves.

üIncremental	samples from CADU	cohort and public health databases.

üControlled (known)	x uncontrolled scenarios

Controlled scenario
• Rotavirus (486	positive	exams +	

200	random records)
• Hospitalizations (9,678	records)
• 4	simulation scenarios (Si)
• Different %	of imputation errors
• Blocking X non-blocking linkage
• Goal:	retrieve all the 486	records

from hospitalization.
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conditional cash transfer programme, between 2007 and 2015.
This cohort should be linked to public health databases to
evaluate the impact of such cash transfers in different health
outcomes.

Linkages between CADU and PBF are done deterministi-
cally, through a key identifier called NIS (identification social
number), which allows the identification of any individual in
any social programme. NIS codes must be renewed bienally,
which introduces a set of errors in CADU related to individuals
with more than one active NIS or a given NIS associated
with different individuals. After some years designing and
testing different approaches to deal with data harmonization
among diferent versions of CADU (2007 to 2015), NIS com-
patibilization and other technical issues, we have generated
a stable version of the CADU cohort comprising 114 million
individuals and more than 5.000 variables of interest, including
those related to PBF payments.

We use a set of public health databases with data from
hospitalizations, disease notifications, mortality, live briths, nu-
tritional monitoring, among others specific data sets. All these
data must be probabilistically linked with the CADU cohort,
as there are no common key attributes among them. AtyImo is
our data linkage tool exclusively designed to support the setup
of the CADU cohort, as well link public health records to
generate specific data sets for diverse epidemiological studies
being realized within CIDACS, a dedicated data centre for
knowledge and data integration held by the Oswaldo Cruz
Foundation (FIOCRUZ), in Salvador, Brazil.

Currently, we are using this tool in other ongoing projects
within this international collaboration, especifically to allow
for the design of a surveillance platform for Zika and to
provide support to predictive analytics methods applied to
Malaria data.

V. RESULTS AND ACCURACY ASSESSMENT

Our approach to assess AtyImo’s accuracy was based on
experimental and real scenarios, in which we used samples
from different public health databases with increasing sizes
and variable data quality. We calculated sensitivity, specificity
and positive predictive values (PPV) for each case to analyze
the “effectiveness” (regarding the amount of true matched
pairs) of similarity coefficients and probabilistic rules used in
our linkage methods. We also used ROC curves to visualize
which cut-off points best represent the threshold of similarity
that discriminates pairs belonging to the same individuals.

Given the absence of gold standards, our main goal was to
determine which cut-off points must be used to link different
public health databases to the CADU cohort, providing high
accurate results with few (desirably none) dubious records, as
manual review is not always possible within our pipeline.

A. Experimental (controlled) scenario
The first effort to validate data marts produced by AtyImo

was carried out within a controlled scenario consisting of a
database with positive tests for rotavirus (related to children
treated for diahrrea) and a database with children’s hospi-
tal admissions for all causes (including diahrrea). The first

database had 486 records, to which we added 200 other records
randomly generated, whereas the second database had 9.678
records. The goal was to correctly retrieve all 486 records from
the second database, characterizing the controlled behavior.

TABLE I
LINKAGE FOR ROTAVIRUS — CONTROLLED SCENARIO.

S1 S2 S3 S4
(10,3%) (11,3%) (10,3%) (5,15%)

Full (no blocking) 482 481 479 482
Full (blocking) 444 332 466 458

Hybrid (no blocking) 482 482 480 486
Hybrid (blocking) 482 482 472 486

We simulated four scenarios (Si), changing position and
values (characters) of two attributes (name and date of birth)
used for linkage, in different proportions (%), as shown in
Table I. We analyzed the amount of pairs correctly matched
by our routines, with and without the blocking step.

We observed that blocking causes accuracy losses in full
probabilistic executions, having low impact in the hybrid ap-
proach due to the use of predicates and individual comparisons
of similar attributes. The non-blocking approach provides very
accurate results for both methods, despite the cost (execution
time) of performing a greater number of pairwise comparisons.

For each scenario, we calculated sensitivity, specificity and
PPV values provided by each Dice coefficient (Figure 1). We
analyzed the relation between sensitivity and PPV, trying to
establish which coefficients simultaneously provide the higher
values for both metrics. PPV values equal to 100% are ob-
servable throughout the blocking-based scenarios, although we
observed relatively lower values for sensitivity, being 95.9%
the highest one, when compared to non-blocking executions.
Sensitivity is very high for all non-blocking scenarios with
Dice values up to 9.200 with a constant PPV of 100%.

The choice of effective coefficients should consider the pos-
sibility of using unique values to all databases and the manda-
tory use of blocking (in our current stage of development) to
allow us to scale to the entire cohort (114 million records).
Given these requirements, we have chosen coefficients, from
blocking executions, providing the best results and analyzed
their behavior in non-blocking executions.

Based on these experiments and on previous ones we
made since we started developing AtyImo, we defined 8.600
and 9.200 as lower and upper cut-off points, meaning true
negative and true positive records, respectively. All records
classified between these values are subject to manual review,
depending on sample sizes. These values have served as an
initial reference (or a candidate gold standard) for the accuracy
assessment within the uncontrolled scenarios.

B. Real (uncontrolled) scenarios
Real scenarios comprise linkages between the CADU cohort

and several public health databases for which the amount
of matched pairs is unknown. So, our approach was to rely
on the results obtained with controlled scenarios and use
samples from different health databases with incremental sizes



Accuracy
uncontrolled scenarios
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Fig. 1. Accuracy (sensitivity and PPV) results for blocking and non-blocking executions — controlled scenario.

to validate our routines prior the generation of data marts to
the intended epidemiological studies.

While the cohort creation was taking place, we performed
some experiments considering the 2011 version of CADU,
which presented better data quality among the versions we
had at that time, and extractions for different outcomes (tu-
berculosis, children under-5 mortality, BCG vaccination etc)
from the health databases.

TABLE II
LINKAGE FOR TUBERCULOSIS — UNCONTROLLED SCENARIO.

Databases Matched pairs True positives (%)
(number of records) Full Hybrid Full Hybrid

CADU 2011 x SIH SE 40 24 23 23
(1.447.512) x (49) (57.5%) (95.8%)

CADU 2011 x SIH SC 140 95 83 86
(1.988.599) x (330) (59.2%) (90.5%)

CADU 2011 x SINAN SE 398 311 309 299
(1.447.512) x (624) (77.6%) (96.1%)

CADU 2011 X SINAN SC 661 500 551 462
(1.988.599) x (2.049) (83.3%) (92.4%)

1) Scenario 1 — tuberculosis: Table II presents linkage
results for tuberculosis between CADU 2011 x hospitalizations
(SIH) and CADU 2011 x disease notifications (SINAN). We
used samples from two Brazilian states: Sergipe (SE), which
is the smallest sample (few individuals registered in CADU)
and Santa Catarina (SC), a middle size sample. They were
chosen due to their adequacy to manual review. Similarly to
the controlled scenario, the hybrid approach retrieved a larger
number of true positive pairs than the full probabilistic routine.
We made the same tests with other two states representing a
bigger sample (BA — Bahia) and the poorest data quality
sample (RO — Rondônia). Table III summarizes the Dice
coefficients providing the best sensitivity and PPV results (in
%) for each database and state considered.

We plotted ROC curves for all experiments to visually assess
the power of discrimination of each coefficient. As an example,
Figure 2 and Figure 3 depict the results from linking CADU
to SIH and SINAN, respectively. In both cases, the area under
the curve is 0.98, meaning a high accurate result.

2) Scenario 2 — mortality: This scenario differs from
the previous ones as it aimed at to evaluate new features

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF DICE COEFFICIENTS WITH BEST ACCURACY RESULTS.

States SIH SINAN
Dice Sens. PPV Dice Sens. PPV

SE 9.400 95.6 95.0 9.300 96.7 95.9
SC 9.100 99.0 96.0 9.100 97.7 97.4
BA 9.100 98.5 97.9 9.200 95.7 95.5
RO 9.300 94.1 94.2 9.400 87.9 91.0

Fig. 2. ROC analysis — CADU x SIH (Sergipe state).

implemented by AtyImo, especially a second linkage round
performed over dubious records (“gray area”). The existing
version (named AtyImo v1) returns all matched pairs (true
positives) for each coefficient and we analyze which coefficient
has the largest number of records associated with it, as well
its related sensitivity and PPV.

The new version (AtyImo v2) applies a ”sliding window”
approach, with different lower and upper cut-off points to
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Fig. 3. ROC analysis — CADU x SINAN (Sergipe state).

separate true positive and true negative records and generate
different amounts of dubious records. After the initial lin-
kage, a second round is executed over these dubious records,
applying some refined comparison criteria, to identify other
true positives and true negatives. Definitive lower and upper
coefficients were 8.800 and 9.400, after an exhaustive analysis.

Recent results were obtained from linking CADU cohort
records to mortality records (SIM database). We performed
isolated (year by year, from 2007 to 2011) linkages, as well
tests involving the aggregated set of records, and checked
which coefficient provided better results. Again, we used
samples with variable sizes and data quality.

In [3], we presented the overall cut-off points from AtyImo
v2 providing better results to each sample (RO, SE and SC),
respectively: 9.300 (sensitivity 94.3%, PPV 95.9%), 9.300
(sensitivity 97.6%, PPV 97.7%), 9.000 (sensitivity 86.6%, PPV
93.5%). Figures 4 to 6 show the ROC curves. Considering
these experiments with aggregated data, results from Santa
Catarina (SC) were slightly worse compared to the other states,
having been influenced by the poor data quality we identified
in the 2007 to 2009 versions of SIM database from this state.

Fig. 4. Best coefficient and related results (CADU cohort x SIM, RO).

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the variation on the accuracy
of AtyImo v2 for Rondônia (RO) and Sergipe (SE). We
observed values ranging from 0.98 to 1 in the first case, and a
constant value of 0.99 in the second case, which highlighted
the accuracy improvement provided by the second linkage
round, even for the poorest data quality sample (RO).

Such improvement was also verified when we compared
both versions of AtyImo in terms of ROC curves, which coeffi-

Fig. 5. Best coefficient and related results (CADU cohort x SIM, SE).

Fig. 6. Best coefficient and related results (CADU cohort x SIM, SC).

Fig. 7. Accuracy variation — CADU x SIM (RO, AtyImo v2).

Fig. 8. Accuracy variation — CADU x SIM (SE, AtyImo v2).

cients performed better in each implementation and how close
they were. Table IV summarizes these results and Figure 9
depicts the results for SE, as we briefly demonstrated in [3].

From these experiments, we could observe which Dice
values provided the best results for each case and measure
the distance between them to verify the suitability of using
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TABLE IV
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS (ATYIMO V1 X ATYIMO V2).

States AtyImo v1 AtyImo v2
Dice ROC area Dice ROC area

SE 9.300 0.99 9.400 0.99
SC 9.000 0.96 9.100 0.99
RO 8.800 0.99 9.200 1

Fig. 9. AtyImo v1 x AtyImo v2 (CADU cohort x SIM, SE).

the same coefficients for all linkages. Best coefficients varied
from 8.800 to 9.400, so this justify their usage to delimit the
“gray area” in the second round of AtyIm v2. When compared
with the candidate gold standard adopted from the controlled
scenario (8.600 and 9.200), we noticed a small variation,
which indicated that our controlled scenario proved to be quite
effective in establishing a reference value.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed our approach to probabilistic
data linkage implemented by the AtyImo tool and presented
high accurate results achieved in controlled and uncontrolled
experiments. We concentrated on accuracy metrics and on
ROC curves visualizations to identify effective similarity in-
dices to be used to generate data marts to several ongoing
epidemiological studies.

The absence of a gold standard for linking our databases
made accuracy assessment a key step throughout our develop-
ment. Validation studies are therefore useful to address this
problem as they allow to assess whether probabilistic matching
is effective and whether results are reliable once it is difficult
to establish the expected proportion of true links.

The methods used in this study seek to reconcile perfor-
mance requirements, security and accuracy. The interpretation
of their “effectiveness” depends on the choice of cut-off points,
which could be overcome with the aid of ROC curves, as they
are widely adopted and have a straightforward interpretation.
Accuracy metrics (sensitivity, specificity and PPV) will depend
on the proportion of true matches to false matches, and the the
number of false matches will depend, in turn, on the choice of
thresholds. We have exhaustively tested different combinations
of cut-off points to identify values able to minimize the
occurrence of dubious records.

We claim that a careful discussion about quality of data lin-
kage procedures is essential, particularly when large databases

are used and mismatches might have important consequences
for the statistical analyzes involving big data sets.

Our current work concentrates on scalability and automatic
accuracy assessment. We have ported AtyImo from Spark to
OpenMP and CUDA libraries to allow simultaneous execu-
tions over hybrid architectures comprised by multicore pro-
cessors and multi-GPUs, aiming at to avoid the blocking step
and increase accuracy when scaling to 114 million records.
Our preliminary results so far provide an average speedup of
30% when scaling up to 20 million cohort records.

We are also applying supervised machine learning tech-
niques, using the data marts generated in our experiments and
manually revised by statisticians, as an attempt to design an
unsupervised technique targeted to eliminate manual review,
as it is subject to human misinterpretation and limited by data
size. Our current results, based on a ten-fold cross validation
approach, show better sensitivity and specificity results for
logistic regression over other tested algorithms.
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Fig. 1. Proposed workflow to build a trainable model.

5 Proposed trainable model

The input data of trainable model must contain features that can simulate what
a statistician often use to evaluate linkage results. Our methodology consists of
construct a data set to show how di↵erent are the nominals and the equality
of either categorical and numerical attributes used by the linkage algorithm. A
categorization based on medians is made in order to assure some data balance.

Figure 1 shows the proposed pipeline to build a trainable model to accuracy
assessment of probabilistic record linkage. This pipeline submits a data mart
produced by the linkage tool to data cleansing, generation of a training data
set to build models, evaluation and use. There is a possibility to rearrange some
pre-processing, transformation and model selection settings by re-executing these
steps.

5.1 Pre-processing

The pre-processing step consists of i) providing a descriptive analysis of data to
select eligible common attributes within pairs and discard their missing values;
ii) select attributes to be used to build the model, usually the same attributes
used by the linkage algorithm; and iii) data cleansing and harmonization to
guarantee that those selected attributes will have the same format.

The eligible common attributes to be used are: name, mother name, birth

date, gender and municipality of residence. The attributes are chosen by their
capacity of identifying an individual and their potential use by statisticians to
manually verification about pairwise matching. Nominal attributes usually have
a more discriminative power to determine how di↵erent two records are, followed
by birth date, gender and municipality code. Converge all di↵erent formats of
birth date, gender and municipality code into an unique one is an important
task due to the diversity and heterogeneity of Brazilian information systems.

ü Trainable model to accuracy assessment
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Fig. 3. Boxplots of 10-fold accuracy, PPV, sensibility and specificity measures in di↵er-
ent ML algorithms. The results of di↵erent ML algorithms are represented by letters:
a = decision trees, b = naive Bayes, c = logistic regression, d = random forest, e =
linear support vector machine, f = gradient boosted trees.

Several runs of ML algorithms with di↵erent settings are necessary to select
the best model. Accuracy estimation and ROC curves may be used to choose
the best model with available training data [4, 15]. In the context of this work,
the capacity of well classifies TP pairs. The Figure 3 shows the accuracy, PPV,
sensibility and specificity results of the built models. This measures are described
on Section 3 and their interpretation may fit to assess the performance of models.
Boxplots are used in order to allow the study of results variation for each fold
on cross-validation. This plots can summarize and make comparisons between
groups of data by using medians, quartiles and extremes data points [29]. A good
model must get uppermost boxplots with closest quartiles, which means either
a low variation of results on each fold or satisfactory model generalization.

The Figure 3 shows the best results of each model. The use of entropy to split
data and set the maximum depth of tree as 3 achieves the best results, showed
on Figure 3.a. The results of naive Bayes classifier are in Figure 3.b. Figure 3.c
presents logistic regression results with 1000 iterations. Random forest achieved
best results by setting 1000 trees for voting, Gini impurity to split data and
the maximum depth of tree as 5, as shown in Figure 3.d. LSVM results with
50 iterations to well fit the hyperplane are illustrated by Figure 3.e. Figure 3.f
brings the gradient boosted trees results with at most depth 3 and 100 iterations
in order to minimize the log loss function.

Figure 3.c shows that logistic regression outperforms the other models by
comparing accuracy, PPV and specificity medians. Despite the better sensibility
performance of LSVM, the best specificity result is achieved by logistic regres-
sion.

• 10-fold	cross-validation
• 13,300	downto 7,880	records
• A	– Decision trees
• B – Naïve Bayes
• C	– Logistic regression
• D – Random forest
• E	– Support vector	machine
• F – Gradient boosted trees
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üAuto-tuning approach	to ensure scalability
over	hybrid parallel architectures
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Getting access &	contact

http://www.cidacs.bahia.fiocruz.br/
Public interface	and Call for	Projects to be released soon.

Prof.	Mauricio	Barreto
mauricio.barreto@bahia.fiocruz.br

Marcos	Barreto
m.barreto@ucl.ac.uk

Web:	www.dcc.ufba.br/~marcoseb
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